
Digital Cartographies of the Roman Campagna 
is is a project which represents a collaboration 
between the British School at Rome, the 
Australian National University and the University 
of Melbourne. The project examines the 
relationship between artistic depictions of the 
Roman Campagna (the flat plains of the 
countryside around Rome more or less 
coinciding with the modern region of Lazio 
today) and the place itself, in the context of 
ecology, climate change, disease and social 
history from 1600 to 1900.  

This study day brings together scholars working 
on a range of related research on the landscape 
of Rome, with a particular focus on the use of 
new digital technologies for research and 
publication. The papers will present new ideas 
and research on the Roman Campagna, and 
look at the confluence of cartography, cultural 
geography, digital mapping, landscape and 
social history.

THE ROMAN CAMPAGNA 
     Digital Humanities Study Day at the British School at Rome 
     29 September 2017

British School at Rome, Via Gramsci 61 
All Welcome                 



PROGRAM
9.45-10:00 Welcome from BSR Assistant Director Thomas-Leo True

10.00-10.50 Lisa Beaven and Katrina Grant ‘Digital Cartographies of the Roman 
Campagna’ (University of Melbourne and the Australian National University)

10.50-11.30 Morning Tea Break at BSR

11.30-12.00 Valerie Scott and Alessandra Giovenco ‘BSR digital collections and the BSR 
digital humanities portal’ (British School at Rome)

12.00-12.30 Carla Masetti and Arturo Gallia ‘The Nibby Project e la Carta de’dintorni di 
Roma’ (Università Roma Tre)

12.30-1.00 Adriano Ruggeri ‘Antonio Nibby e gli scavi per i Torlonia Lungo l’Appia Antica’

1:00-2.00 Lunch (Speakers lunch catered in courtyard)

2.00-2.30 Thomas-Leo True ‘Rome’s wider Realm: mapping church control and cultural 
display in the Papal States’ (British School at Rome)

2.30-3.00 Maria del Carmen Moreno Escobar  ‘The role of the Tiber within the Port 
System of Imperial Rome’ (Southampton University)

3.00-3.30 David R. Marshall ‘The site of Tivoli in the Campagna: water industry, 
environment and the picturesque 1550-1850’ (University of Melbourne)

3.30-4.00 Liz Rideal ‘Contemporary artistic responses to the landscape of the Roman 
Campagna: splicing time’ (Slade School of Fine Art, UCL)

4.00-4.30 Afternoon Tea BSR

4.30-5.00 Susanna Passigli ‘La cartografia storica come fonte per la conoscenza delle 
componenti ambientali della Campagna Romana (secoli XIII-XVIII)’ 

5.00-5:30 Christopher Smith ‘Reflections on BSR Research and the Roman 
Campagna’ (British School at Rome)

5.30-6.00 Katrina Grant and Lisa Beaven ‘Summing Up and Future Directions’

6.30 Drinks Reception at BSR

8.00 Speakers Dinner at BSR



ABSTRACTS
LISA BEAVEN and KATRINA GRANT | Digital Cartographies of the Roman Campagna 
This paper will present Digital Cartographies of the Roman Campagna, a collaborative project developed by 
researchers at the University of Melbourne (Lisa Beaven), the Australian National University (Karina Grant and 
Mitchell Whitelaw) and the British School at Rome (Valerie Scott). Two historic maps that cover the full 
geographic extent of the Campagna have been amalgamated to create the basis for a digital platform: 
Giacomo Filippo Ameti's Il Lazio con le sue conspicue Strade Antiche e Moderne (1693), and Giovani Battista 
Cingolani della Pergola's Topografia Geometrica dell'Agro Romano, of 1704 (second edition). The Cingolani 
map extends north to the Lago di Bracciano, and south to Astura, stopping just north of the Pontine marshes. 
The Ameti map takes in the countryside just north of Rome and extends south all the way to Terracina, 
representing the entire Pontine Marshes. This digital platform (the initial version of which will be demonstrated 
during our talk) will function as a database for historic maps, early photographs, paintings, drawings and 
environmental data, which will enable comparative research into the representation and lived experience of the 
classical and early modern Campagna. Much of the initial material for this platform will be drawn from the 
collections of the British School at Rome, including early photographs by Thomas Ashby (third director of the 
BSR) and Father Peter Paul Mackey. The project will also draw upon the important collection of travel journal 
and guidebooks held by the BSR Library. 

VALERIE SCOTT and ALESSANDRA GIOVENCO | BSR Digital Collections and Digital Humanities 
Portal 
The BSR Library and Archives ventured into the digital world fifteen years ago thanks to generous funding from 
The Getty Foundation which allowed us to begin cataloguing, digitizing and publishing online items from our 
Photographic Archives and a selection of engravings, maps and drawings from our Library’s Special Collections. 
Our Digital Collections website has grown to include 15,000 professionally digitized images, accompanied by 
high quality associated metadata, many of which have been shared with a number of international projects. 
Recently we expanded our remit from supporting projects using the resources of the library to a more active 
role as a digital humanities hub for Roman projects and as an initiator and promoter of international research 
projects focused on the unique visual and archival material in our collections. In this session we will 
demonstrate some of the projects currently underway. 

CARLA MASETTI and ARTURO GALLIA | The Nibby Project e la Carta de’ dintorni di Roma 
(1827-1847) 
Al fine di censire e portare a conoscenza dei viaggiatori i possibili luoghi di interesse in itinerari di visita nella 
Campagna romana, gli archeologi William Gell e Antonio Nibby intrapresero una serie di campagne 
conoscitive che permisero loro di redigere una carta e un testo descrittivo che ben descrivevano e 
localizzavano i beni archeologici individuati. Partendo dalla digitalizzazione di questi documenti, è stato portato 
avanti dal Laboratorio geocartografico G. Caraci dell’Università degli Studi Roma Tre il progetto finalizzato alla 
creazione di un Historical GIS e di un geoportale che permettesse di diffondere le informazioni raccolte dai due 
autori e rendesse fruibile sia in versione testuale che spaziale le due opere. 



THOMAS-LEO TRUE |  ‘Rome’s wider Realm: mapping Church control and cultural display in the Papal 
States ’ (British School at Rome) 
This study maps contested sovereignty over the Renaissance Papal States from the perspective of considering 
architecture and cultural display as instruments of control. It charts how the papacy tightened dominion over its 
lands, and consolidated its authority against internal insubordination of local powers, urban and feudal. The role 
of architecture was fundamental in driving processes of assimilation, inclusion and extension of Church power in 

a region defined by geographic and political fragmentation. This study collates unexplored cases of modest 
towns in the Papal States where the patronage of independent elites resisted papal control, or, where the 
patronage of ‘local’ elites (with connections to the Roman Curia) connected outcrops of papal dominion to the 
centre through the use of art, architecture and urbanism. By charting the flow of power between the Church and 
local elites alongside architectural developments, it will be possible to better understand the role of cultural 
display in the reassertion of Church power across the States. This study aims to produce a systematic map of 

shifting power (and its relationship to cultural display) across the Papal States.

ADRIANO RUGGERI | Antonio Nibby e gli scavi per i Torlonia lungo l’Appia Antica 
(1824-1829) 
Tra il 1824 e il 1829 Antonio Nibby (1792-1839), archeologo, topografo e studioso della Campagna Romana, 
condusse una serie di scavi sistematici per conto della famiglia Torlonia nelle loro estese proprietà ubicate 
sulla sinistra della via Appia antica, all’altezza del III e del V miglio. Tali campagne di scavo, le uniche - per 
quanto sinora noto - condotte per conto di privati, consentirono al Nibby di giungere a due di quelle che 
sono tra le sue identificazioni di antichi monumenti rimaste definitive: il Circo di Massenzio e la Villa dei 
Quintili. In questo intervento, tuttavia, non vogliamo parlare degli scavi in quanto tali (già ampiamente 
descritti in studi specifici), ma piuttosto vorremmo mettere in luce come si pone Nibby nei confronti delle sue 
‘scoperte’, il mutare delle sue opinioni nelle guide da lui scritte prima e dopo questi scavi, nella 
consapevolezza di aver effettuato, sulla base di rinvenimenti epigrafici, identificazioni certe di complessi 
monumentali relativamente ai quali - prima di allora - si avevano opinioni erronee (Circo di Massenzio) o 
addirittura neanche si sapeva di cosa si trattasse (Villa dei Quintili). 

MARIA DEL CARMEN MORENO ESCOBAR | The role of the Tiber within the Port System of 
Imperial Rome 
This paper discusses the river Tiber as an axis of communication between the river ports of Ostia and Portus 
and the City of Rome during the Early Roman Empire. A combined application of historical, archaeological 
and spatial analysis is used to address issues including: the changing nature of the river; the spatial 
characteristics of its adjacent areas; and, the differing degrees of visibility between the ports and the city. The 
paper will explore the connectivity that lay at the heart of the port system of Imperial Rome. The research 
underpinning this paper is a postdoctoral research project that has been developed within the ‘Rome’s 
Mediterranean Ports’ Project at the University of Southampton and the British School 
at Rome. It focuses upon using new analytical technologies to provide a clearer 
understanding of how the Tiber functioned as an axis of transport and 
communication in the supply of foodstuffs from the ports of Ostia and Portus and 
Rome.  



LIZ RIDEAL | Contemporary artistic responses to the landscape of the Roman Campagna: 
Splicing Time  
My work explores the idea of disrupting the monumental severity of Classical Antiquity with lightweight, 
mutable, coloured cloth. The resulting images suggest fleeting human presence through my leitmotif freeform 
flying fabric; the soft-edged folds of bright silk held in momentary tension against the formal patterns of 
crafted stone. This process is an attempt to respond visually to research questions that elide photography with 
painting and focus on drapery as subject. The photograph masquerades as an echo of reality while revealing 
ghosts - traces of people once living. In this paper I will present on part of my Leverhulme research project 
which produced a new set of documentary photographs re-staging views taken by archaeologists, particularly 
Thomas Ashby, in the British School of Rome library. My original objective was a temporal investigation of the 
sites, to find the locations and explore the quotidian routines around the ruins. By locating the sites of these 
photographs on historic maps of the Campagna I hope to demonstrate the intertwined nature of the present 
and the past.  http://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/research/projects/splicing-time 

SUSANNA PASSIGLI | La cartografia storica come fonte per la conoscenza delle componenti 
ambientali della Campagna Romana (secoli XIII-XVIII) 
Il panorama sulle fonti cartografiche conservate per i secoli dal XVI al XVIII - dal Paese di Roma di Eufrosino 
della Volpaia alle piante dei casali (termine riferito a tenuta agricola almeno fino al Seicento), piante 
realizzate per motivi sia giuridici sia amministrativi – offre l’occasione per dare risalto agli elementi grafici 
relativi alle componenti del paesaggio naturale, quali idrografia e zone umide, concentrazioni boschive, 
caratteristiche geologiche. La restituzione di tali elementi su cartografia attuale e l’intreccio di queste 
testimonianze con i dati scaturiti dalle fonti scritte – soprattutto atti notarili di compravendita e affitto – 
conducono a interessanti osservazioni in merito al rapporto fra uomo e ambiente nel medioevo e nella prima 
età moderna e alle dinamiche di trasformazione delle componenti ambientali nel corso dei secoli.  

CHRISTOPHER SMITH | Reflections on BSR Research and the Roman Campagna 
Christopher Smith will reflect on the past 8 years of research at the British School at Rome during his tenure 
as director, with a particular focus on research on the Roman Campagna. He will highlight the BSR's role as 
a place that draws together researchers working across a range of disciplines on the history of Rome and 
its surrounding landscape and considers future directions for research.

DAVID R. MARSHALL  | The site of Tivoli in the Roman Campagna: water industry, the environment 

and the picturesque 1550-1850 
This paper explores Tivoli from the point of view of its relationship to the waters of the Aniene river. It 
examines the multiple roles water performs in relation to the town and its surrounds, namely as a picturesque 
subject; as the manifestation of noble display; as the raw material and energy source for industry and as the 
cause of environmental catastrophe.  

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/research/projects/splicing-time
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/research/projects/splicing-time
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